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Grad news: Three students receive
Rackham International Research Awards
Alison Gould's underwater research
takes her to Okinawa, Japan where
she works with bioluminescent fish.
David Marvin explores woody vines
in the tropical forests of Panama.
Beatriz Otero Jimenez will travel to
Chiapas, Mexico to study agricultural
systems.
Read more »

What's up in EEB
Michigan Ecology Mixer
You're invited! In
conjunction with
the Ecological
Society of
America 2012
annual meeting.
6:30-8:30 pm,
Tuesday, August 7, 2012 at the
Spirit of 77, 500 NE MLK Jr. Blvd.,
Portland, Oregon. RSVP.

Upcoming and recent
defenses

Research feature: King and Rohani
awarded $1.7 million to help solve riddle of
resurgent whooping cough
Professors Aaron King and Pej
Rohani have been awarded a $1.7
million grant from the National
Institutes of Health for a five-year
study that will try to explain the
changing patterns of whooping
cough outbreaks, using records from
several countries spanning more than 70 years.
Thanks to widespread childhood vaccination, whooping
cough (pertussis) once seemed to be under control. But the
bacterial illness, which in infants causes violent, gasping
coughing spells, has made a comeback in the United States
and some other developed countries since the 1980s.
Read more »

Alumni profile: Sophia Holley Ellis endows
LSA student scholarship
(B.A. Biology and German 1949, M.S.
Botany 1950, M.A. German 1964)
Sophia Holley Ellis retired in June 2006
after 56 years as a biology and German
teacher in the Detroit Public Schools.
Her recent $25,000 gift created the
Sophia Holley Ellis Scholarship
endowment to extend her support to
students with financial need in the
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts – with priority
given to students from the Detroit Public Schools.

Read more » scroll down at this link
to see defenses

BioBlitzing the Nichols
Arboretum
At the top of
the day’s
agenda was
identifying
and
documenting
wild flowers,
insects, fungi,
trees, birds
and
mammals.
On April 20,
2012 a group of volunteers from the
University of Michigan’s Ecological
Society of America’s SEEDS
chapter and 40 students from
Detroit’s Western International High
School participated in the 2012
National Coordinated Chapter
BioBlitz at the U-M Nichols
Arboretum.
Read more »

Strange science fact
Pregnant primates miscarry
when new male enters
group
Pregnant
female
geladas

Read more »

EEB Frontiers students graduate to
U-M's EEB Ph.D. program
Since Frontiers’ inception in 2008,
four EEB Frontiers Master’s Program
students have moved on to EEB’s
doctoral program: Cindy Bick, Serge
Farinas, Theresa Wei Ying Ong, and
Senay Yitbarek.
Read more »

Reznicek honored with Michigan Botanical
Club Lifetime Achievement Award
In recognition of Dr. Tony Reznicek's
countless contributions to the
understanding of Michigan plants
and ecology and the Great Lakes
Region, the Michigan Botanical Club
has bestowed their Lifetime
Achievement Award upon him. He is
a research scientist and the curator
of vascular plants at the U-M
Herbarium.
Read more »

show an
unusually
high rate of
miscarriage
the day
after the dominant male in their
group is replaced by a new male, a
new study by Professor Thore
Bergman and colleagues indicates.
Read more »

Alum news
EEB buzz . . .
We love to hear about your latest
and greatest! Photos are
encouraged. Feedback on our enewsletter is welcome.
Send us your news

Giving opps
We are currently seeking long-term
support for various diversity
initiatives (PDF) that are underway
within EEB that aim to strengthen
and diversify students in the
biological sciences.
More info »
Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
2019 Kraus Natural Science
Building
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048
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Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Alison Gould

Related news

Ph.D. Student

Dunlap Lab

UMMZ announces student awards

Contact information

Each year, the U-M Museum of Zoology
uses its historical endowments, some of
which date from the early 1900s, to support
graduate students research projects.

University of Michigan
1009 Kraus Natural Science
Building
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048
More info »

Phone: (734) 615-9804
Email: algould@umich.edu

On LSA website: shutterbugs and pufferfish
The LSA website’s slideshow features
winning entries from EEB’s recent photo
contest, highlighting fieldwork amid global
wonders.
More info »

Shutterbug splendor: photo contest winners
announced
Hats off to our new Honorary Photographer
at Large, Sara Fortin, who came in first
place with "Bold Ridge Summit" taken near
Eklutna Lake, Alaska.
More info »
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Other news
Novel, web-based ecosystem mapping tool

David Marvin
Ph.D. student

2009 NSF fellowship awarded to Marvin

Burnham Lab

Related news

Marvin webpage
Contact information

The sky's the limit: Marvin scores NASA Earth and
Space Science Fellowship
EEB graduate student David Marvin has been
awarded a NASA Earth and Space Science
Fellowship, which will support the final years of his
dissertation research.

University of Michigan
1518 Museums
1109 Geddes Ave
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1079
Email: marvs@umich.edu

More info »

Three students receive Rackham International
Research Awards
EEB graduate students Alison
Gould, David Marvin and
Beatriz Otero Jimenez
received Rackham
International Research
Awards.
More info »

MONSTER VINES LSA research grant
Professor Robyn Burnham has been awarded a
grant of over $78,000 from the LSA Associate
Professor Support Fund.

More info »
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Beatriz Otero
Jimenez

Related news

Ph.D. Student

Contact information

U-M News video about BioBlitz on U-M Gateway
University of Michigan
2077 Kraus Natural Science
Building
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048
Email: botero@umich.edu

About 80 students from Detroit’s Western
International High School gathered to
conduct a biodiversity survey on Belle Isle
with the help of U-M EEB volunteers.
More info »

Fall Recruitment Partnership builds bridges to help
diversify sciences
Each September, as the new academic year
unfolds, the Department of EEB invites high
performing students from underrepresented
minorities to experience U-M graduate
programs.

More info »

On the U-M Gateway: EEBlog of student's worldwide
summer research
From howler monkeys in Mexico to true grit
encounters with cowboys and snails in the wild
west, EEB graduate students are posting about
their summer research adventures.
U-M Gateway Connect feature
More info »
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EEB news
Three students receive Rackham International Research Awards
Monday, April 16, 2012
EEB graduate students Alison Gould, David Marvin and Beatriz Otero Jimenez received
Rackham International Research Awards from the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate
Studies and the U-M International Institute.
Gould's research addresses the recruitment dynamics and population connectivity of the
bioluminescent cardinalfish, Siphamia versicolor. “I plan to look for signals of genetic
structure in S.versicolor over a biogeographic region in the Ryukyu Archipelago,
Japan. These genetic patterns will provide substantial insight on the question of whether
populations of coral reef fishes are open or closed." Gould received $5,000 to carry out this
research in Okinawa, Japan this summer.
Marvin said, “The grant will support my dissertation research, which uses a combination of
airborne and satellite remote sensing imagery with field-based forest censuses to
discriminate liana (woody vine) and tree canopy cover in tropical forests. The research
develops a method to detect liana canopy cover at landscape scales, quantify its extent, and verify
whether it has increased over recent decades. The discovery that lianas have increased in size and
abundance in tropical forests suggests these forests may see a change in community composition
and a reduction in their carbon storage capacity. Monitoring changes in liana canopy cover will
increase the accuracy of predicted changes to tropical forests, and aid in understanding the
mechanisms responsible for increasing liana size and abundance.” His advisor is Professor Robyn
Burnham and he received $7,500.
Otero Jimenez is interested in researching the effect of different land uses on
biodiversity and ecosystem function, especially in agricultural systems. This summer, she will be
working in Chiapas, Mexico with her advisor, Professor John Vandermeer. “I will be looking at the
effect matrix composition has on dispersal and connectivity of forest animals. I will be working
specifically with Heteromys desmarestianus, forest mice that live in moist tropical forests. I will be
working in forest patches surrounded by coffee farms.” She will collect tissue samples for two months
and return to Ann Arbor to do DNA extraction and genetic analysis to determine if populations from
different forest patches are distinct and how connected they are. Otero Jimenez received $7,000.
RIRAs are presented to students with strong academic records who demonstrate outstanding scholarly and professional
promise, steady progress toward their degrees and have feasible plans for conducting international dissertation or thesisrelated research.
In this article:
Burnham, Robyn; Dunlap, Paul; Gould, Alison; Marvin, David; Otero, Beatriz; Vandermeer, John
More info »
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I received my Ph.D degree in 1999 from the Program in Applied
Mathematics at the University of Arizona. I was awarded a National
Science Foundation Postdoctoral Research Fellowship in 2000 and
used it to work with Alan Hastings at the University of California in
Davis for two years before taking an assistant professorship in
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville in 2002. I joined the faculty here at the University of
Michigan in 2005 where I hold joint appointments in the Department of
Mathematics and the Center for the Study of Complex Systems.
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Aaron King
Associate Professor
Ph.D., Applied Mathematics,
University of Arizona, 1999

King Lab
Contact information
University of Michigan
2051 / 2056 Kraus Natural Science
Building
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048
Phone: (734) 936-7861
Fax: (734) 763-0544

Curriculum vitae
Graduate students
Daniel Jonas, Applied and Interdisciplinary Mathematics; Alex Smith,
Bioinformatics

Postdoctoral fellows
Matthieu Domenech, Felicia Magpantay

UM affiliation
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Department of Mathematics
Center for the Study of Complex Systems

Email: kingaa@umich.edu

Related news
Dengue research in NY Times
A paper published July 3, 2013 in the Journal of
the Royal Society Interface that includes several
U-M EEB co-authors is discussed in today’s New
York Times health section.
More info »

King crowned with AAAS Fellowship
Professor Aaron King is one of 19 U-M
researchers among 702 newly elected fellows of
the American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

More info »

Video on the U-M Gateway: Rohani discusses
possible reasons for whooping cough resurgence in
U.S.

Research
Teaching

Professor Pejman Rohani explains the
resurgence of pertussis in the U.S. and the
likely causes for this rise in recent years.
More info »
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Theoretical ecology, infectious disease ecology and evolution,
mathematical and computational modelling

Research

Graduate students

Teaching

Kevin Bakker, Liz Levin (U-M Epidemiology), Micaela MartinezBakker, Mary Riolo (U-M Applied Industrial Math)

CV (PDF)

Directory
Research
News & Events
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Postdoctoral fellows
Daniel Streicker (University of Georgia, Athens), Audrey Dorelien (U-M
SPH), Felicia Magpantay (begins Sept 2013), Matthew Domenech
(begins Aug 2013)
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Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology
2019 Kraus Nat. Sci. Bldg.
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109 -1048
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Pej Rohani

UM affiliation

Professor

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Center for the Study of Complex Systems

Ph.D., Imperial College,
University of London

Rohani Lab

Related news

Contact information
University of Michigan
2014A Kraus Natural Science
Building
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048

Dengue research in NY Times
A paper published July 3, 2013 in the Journal of
the Royal Society Interface that includes several
U-M EEB co-authors is discussed in today’s New
York Times health section.

Lab: 2044 Kraus Nat Sci
More info »

Lab: (734) 615-4646
Office: (734) 615-4757
Fax: (734) 763-0544
Email: rohani@umich.edu

Influenza infection increases likelihood of bacterial
pneumonia 100-fold
It's been known for more than two centuries that
pneumonia cases increase during flu epidemics.

More info »

Leading explanations for whooping cough's
resurgence don't stand up to scrutiny
Whooping cough has exploded in the United
States and some other developed countries
in recent decades, and many experts
suspect ineffective childhood vaccines for
the alarming resurgence.
More info »
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EEB news
On the U-M Gateway: King and Rohani awarded $1.7 million to help solve
riddle of resurgent whooping cough
Friday, April 20, 2012
Professors Aaron King and Pej Rohani have been awarded
a $1.7 million grant from the National Institutes of Health for
a five-year study that will try to explain the changing patterns
of whooping cough outbreaks, using records from several
countries spanning more than 70 years.
Thanks to widespread childhood vaccination, whooping
cough (pertussis) once seemed to be under control. But the
bacterial illness, which in infants causes violent, gasping
coughing spells, has made a comeback in the United States
and some other developed countries since the 1980s. In
addition, there's been a shift in who's getting sick, with fewer
cases seen in preschool children and more in teenagers.
Unlike a conventional epidemiological investigation of a disease outbreak, the new U-M study will rely heavily on the use of
long-term incidence reports, mathematical models of pertussis transmission and statistical methods for extracting
information from data. Records from recent and historical outbreaks in several countries – including England, Wales,
Sweden, Denmark, Senegal and the United States – will be analyzed.
New insights provided by the study could, for example, lead to recommendations about revising the pertussis immunization
schedule for children or the design of optimal adult/adolescent boosters, according to Rohani and King.
Watch for a research feature coming soon
U-M News Service press release
On the U-M Gateway
In this article:
King, Aaron; Rohani, Pej
More info »
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EEB news
Detroit high school students BioBlitz the Nichols Arboretum
Monday, April 30, 2012
At the top of the day’s agenda was identifying and documenting wild flowers,
insects, fungi, trees, birds and mammals.
On April 20, 2012 a group of volunteers from the University of Michigan’s
Ecological Society of America’s SEEDS chapter and 40 students from Detroit’s
Western International High School participated in the 2012 National Coordinated
Chapter BioBlitz at the U-M Nichols Arboretum.
Coordinated by chapter leaders of ESA’s Strategies for Ecology Education,
Diversity, and Sustainability (SEEDS) program, the event aims to increase
awareness of local biodiversity, the importance of environmental stewardship of
wildlife and natural areas, and exposure to career opportunities.
EEB graduate student Beatriz Otero Jimenez was one of the main coordinators of
the event that was part of the national BioBlitz, a rapid biodiversity assessment
occurring on college campuses in 2012. The purpose of these events is to
promote local ecological knowledge and increase participation of underrepresented
groups in ecological education. Students conducted surveys of wildlife present in
the Arboretum with help from volunteers from the U-M community including faculty,
Arboretum employees, undergraduate and graduate students. Otero Jimenez
worked with co-coordinator, Tiffany Carey, a biology undergraduate student. Other
EEB volunteers included: Aaron Iverson, Claire Malley (an undergraduate biology
major with an EEB concentration), Theresa Ong, Lillian Smith, Iman Sylvain and
William Webb.
The mission of the SEEDS program is to diversify and advance the ecology
profession through opportunities that stimulate and nurture the interest of
underrepresented students to not only participate in ecology, but to lead. Focused
mainly at the undergraduate level, with extension services for communities, high
schools, graduate students, and international collaborations, the SEEDS program
promotes an ecology profession with wide representation to ensure environmental
understanding and a sustainable future for all.
Captions (from top): Students birdwatching.
EEB graduate student Aaron Iverson working with students.
A walk through the Nichols Arboretum.
EEB graduate student Iman Sylvain working with a student.
EEB graduate students Beatriz Otero Jimenez and Iman Sylvain.
Photo and caption in Record Update, April 23, 2012
Photo feature on the U-M Gateway

http://www.lsa.umich.edu/eeb/news_events/news/newsDetail.asp?ID=157[9/30/2013 3:20:32 PM]
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In this article:
Iverson, Aaron; Ong, Theresa Wei Ying; Otero, Beatriz; Smith, Lillian; Sylvain, Iman; Webb, William
More info »
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Send your news to eeb-webinfo@umich.edu. We're interested in where you're working, your contact information, new
publications, awards, honors. If you have a good story to tell, we'd like to hear your latest adventures. We'll publish some of this
information on our website. Don't forget photos!
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Zhi Wang
(Ph.D. EEB 2010)
Zhi Wang is an assistant professor at Arizona State University. He is teaching undergraduate
genetics, and some graduate level genomics courses. “My major research area is computational
genomics and evolutionary medicine, including network biology, and cancer genomics,” Wang said.
Wang's advisor at U-M was Professor Jianzhi Zhang.

Javier Ruiz
(Ph.D. EEB 2008)
Javier Ruiz is director of the Biodiversity Project, Nicaragua, a research initiative conducting
research in Eastern Nicaragua, and a visiting scholar at Bluefields Indian and Caribbean University
(2008 to present).
Ruiz is collaborating with Professor John Vandermeer, U-M EEB, and Dr. Íñigo Granzow-de la
Cerda (University of Barcelona, Spain, a former assistant research scientist at U-M EEB) on the
study of the regenerating hurricane forests of Eastern Nicaragua.
Continue

Undine Jost Zengel
(B.Sc. Biology 1984)
We heard from Undine Jost Zengel who wrote this about an article on the Museum of Zoology move
in the September 2012 EEB enewsletter: “Thank you so much for this newsletter! The article on
moving the collection is particularly interesting to me as my student job was to check both the fluid
and bone collections against the old volumes of data. I also worked on numbering bat bones (they
have a lot, and very tiny!) as a student and spent many, many hours in the field museum.”
Continue

Ryan Bebej
(Ph.D. EEB 2011)
Ryan Bebej accepted a position as assistant professor in the Biology Department at his alma mater,
Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Mich. He’ll be teaching courses in anatomy, physiology, and
evolution beginning in the fall of 2012. “I plan to continue collaborating with folks in the Museum of
Paleontology at U-M and will be getting undergraduate students at Calvin involved in those research
projects,” Bebej said.

http://www.lsa.umich.edu/eeb/alumni/alumni-news.asp[9/30/2013 3:20:37 PM]

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Michigan

Aley Joseph
(M.S. EEB 2010, M.P.H. Epidemiology 2011)
Aley Joseph graduated from the University of Michigan School of Public Health in December 2011
(MPH Epidemiology). She was hired as an epidemiologist in January 2012 for the California Rural
Indian Health Board, a health research and consulting company that was founded by and serves
rural Native American tribes in California.
“I am coordinating an NIH-funded dental health intervention study right now. It has been great so far,"
said Joseph.
The California Rural Indian Health Board was formed to provide a central focal point in the Indian
health field in California for planning, advocacy, funding, training, technical assistance, coordination,
fundraising, education, development and for the purpose of promoting unity and formulating common
policy on Indian health care issues.

Alumnus feature on Sophia Holley Ellis
(B.A. Biology and German 1949, M.S. Botany 1950, M.A. German 1964)
Sophia Holley Ellis retired in June 2006 after 56 years as a biology and German teacher in the
Detroit Public Schools. Over the years, she has privately funded several students’ college education.
Now, through a $25,000 gift creating the Sophia Holley Ellis Scholarship endowment, Ellis will extend
her support to students with financial need in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts – with
priority given to students from the Detroit Public Schools. The scholarship was established in June
2009 with the first one awarded during academic year 2011-2012.
Continue

Prosanta Chakrabarty
(Ph.D. EEB 2006)
Prosanta Chakrabarty recently wrote a book called, "A Guide to Academia: Getting into and
surviving grad school, postdocs and a research job," published by Wiley. It is now available on
Amazon.
“I started writing the book as a little side project without much intention of it being anything but a little
pamphlet reference to give to undergrads and grad students,” Chakrabarty said. “I wanted to put all
the advice I was given by lots of good people (mostly at Michigan) onto paper. I had about 50 or so
pages when I was approached by an editor for Wiley at a scientific conference who wanted to know
if I had any ideas for books. (He sought me out because of some of the press I was getting during
the oil spill in Louisiana.)
Continue

Mindy (Greenblatt) Streem
(B.S. Biology 2001, B.M.A. Voice Performance 2001, M.S. Rackham
Orthodontics)
After her graduation from the University of Michigan, Mindy Streem attended the Harvard School of
Dental Medicine and graduated with a D.M.D. in 2005. She then returned to U-M for her residency in
orthodontics through the Rackham Graduate School. In 2008, she got her M.S. in orthodontics from
Rackham. Since that time, she moved to Solon, Ohio, where she started an orthodontic practice
called Streem Orthodontics. She lives in Solon with her husband, Jason, (a 2005 graduate of U-M
Dental School and a periodontist), and her son, Sam, who was born in October 2010. She is due
with her second child in July 2012. (email)

http://www.lsa.umich.edu/eeb/alumni/alumni-news.asp[9/30/2013 3:20:37 PM]

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Michigan

Richard T. Hanlin
(Ph.D. Botany/Mycology 1961)
After completing his doctoral dissertation in August 1960, Richard Hanlin, professor emeritus,
accepted a position as mycologist in the Department of Plant Pathology of the Georgia Experiment
Station in Griffin, a unit of the University of Georgia College of Agriculture. Hanlin conducted
research on plant pathogenic ascomycetes. In 1967, he moved to the main campus in Athens and
added teaching and mentoring graduate students to his research duties. Later in his career, he
developed collaborative research projects in Venezuela, Brazil, Mexico and other countries. Hanlin
retired in June 2001 after 41 years' service. Since that time he has continued to work as a volunteer
in the Mycological Herbarium of the Georgia Museum of Natural History and he regularly attends the
Mycological Society of America meetings.

Maggie Morris
(B.S. Biology 1995)
Maggie Morris received a Junior Faculty Award from the American Diabetes Association for her grant
entitled "The role of macrophage 12/15-lipoxygenase in the innate autoimmune responses of type 1
diabetes" in the summer of 2011. “I received this news just one week before the birth of our second
daughter,” said Morris. “It's been an exciting summer for me, to say the least! All the best as you lead
the EEB into its second decade!” she wrote to Professor and Chair Deborah Goldberg.
Dr. Morris is an assistant professor of research in the Department of Internal Medicine at Eastern
Virginia Medical School.

Jonathan Nelson Wu
(M.S. Biology 1990)
Jonathan Nelson Wu is assistant dean for academic programs at Temple University, Japan Campus.
He teaches introductory courses in biology and mathematics.

Gail L. McCormick
(B.S. Biology/EEB concentration 2010, B.T.A. Theatre Arts)
Gail McCormick is a Ph.D. candidate in the ecology program at Penn State. She also has an
unusual artistic flair for paper cutting and all things paper.
According to a blog post on All Things Paper by Ann Martin, McCormick began making collage-like
birthday cards while in college and was hooked. This led to more complex designs. “I think it's pretty
incredible Gail can capture so much expression by layering cut pieces of paper,” writes Martin.
Continue

David Alonso
(former postdoctoral fellow with Professor Mercedes Pascual)
Dr. David Alonso, former postdoctoral fellow in Professor Mercedes Pascual’s lab, was awarded a
Ramon y Cajal Fellowship from the Spanish Government in 2010. Alonso is an assistant research
professor at the Institute for Advanced Studies of Blanes (CEAB), part of the Spanish Institution of
Scientific Research (CSIC). He moved back to Spain in July 2011 to start the five-year position. The
CSIC has several ecology centers across Spain; the Biological Station of Donana in Sevilla is best
known worldwide. “Blanes is a smaller center with potential to grow,” he said. “I am looking forward
to contributing to the findings and research of this center.”
Continue
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Judith Bronstein
(M.S. EEB 1981, Ph.D. EEB 1986)
Dr. Judith Bronstein has been selected as a University Distinguished Professor in the Department of
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the University of Arizona. This is the highest honor awarded by
the university to faculty members with outstanding records of creative scholarship and exceptional
contributions to teaching, advising and mentoring of undergraduate students. Bronstein’s Ph.D.
dissertation was titled “Coevolution and constraints in a neotropical fig-pollinator wasp mutualism.”
Her advisor was Professor Beverly Rathcke.
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Cindy Bick

Related news

Ph.D. Student

Contact information
University of Michigan
1015 Museums Building
1109 Geddes Ave
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1079

Bick awarded Center for the Education of Women
grant
Cindy Bick received a Menakka and Essel Bailey
Graduate Fellowship from the Center for the
Education of Women to support her research in
Honiara, Solomon Islands this summer.

Email: bickci@umich.edu

More info »

Hundreds get rare behind the scenes museum access
Behind the Scenes Day presents a rare
opportunity to see the inner workings at the
four museums of the Ruthven Museums
Building on the U-M Central Campus each
year.
More info »

National Geographic grant for endangered Pacific
Island land snails
Professor Diarmaid Ó Foighil and EEB graduate
student Cindy Bick have been awarded a grant
from the National Geographic Society’s
Committee for Research Exploration.
More info »
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Farinas spent the summer of 2009 at the UMBS doing a research
project under the direction of his mentor, Knute Nadelhoffer.
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Serge Farinas
Ph.D. Student

Contact information
University of Michigan
2003 Kraus Natural Science
Building
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048

Academic background
B.S. Biology, Clayton State University
M.S., Frontiers Master's Program, University of Michigan, 2011

UM affiliation
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Related news

Email: sfarinas@umich.edu

Fall Recruitment Partnership builds bridges to help
diversify sciences
Each September, as the new academic year
unfolds, the Department of EEB invites high
performing students from underrepresented
minorities to experience U-M graduate
programs.

More info »

EEB Frontiers students graduate to U-M's EEB Ph.D.
program
Since Frontiers' inception in 2008, four EEB
Frontiers Master’s Program students have
moved on to EEB’s doctoral program: Cindy
Bick, Serge Farinas, Theresa Wei Ying
Ong, and Senay Yitbarek.

More info »

Fun in the sun at BioKIDS field trip
Detroit sixth-graders explored the
Environmental Study Area at U-M Dearborn
at a BioKIDS field trip hosted by EEB and
BioKIDS for the second year in a row.
More info »
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Theresa Wei Ying
Ong
Project Grow pest
migration study
seeking volunteers
Ph.D. Student

Contact information
University of Michigan
2077 Kraus Natural Science
Building
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1048
Email: weiyingo@umich.edu

Ong spent the summer of 2009 at the UMBS doing a research project
under the direction of her mentor, Francesca Cuthbert.

Academic background
B.A. Biology and Chinese, Williams College

UM affiliation
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Related news
Welcome ED-QUE2ST students!
A warm EEB welcome to 11 undergraduate
students from across the United States,
including Puerto Rico, who were selected to
participate in the 2013 ED-QUE 2 ST REU
program.
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Welcome ED-QUE2ST REU students!
EEB extends its warmest welcome to seven
undergraduate students from across the
country who were selected to participate in
the 2012 ED-QUE 2 ST REU Program, which
began Saturday, May 26.

More info »

EEB Frontiers students graduate to U-M's EEB Ph.D.
program
Since Frontiers' inception in 2008, four EEB
Frontiers Master’s Program students have
moved on to EEB’s doctoral program: Cindy
Bick, Serge Farinas, Theresa Wei Ying
Ong, and Senay Yitbarek.
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Welcome ED-QUE2ST students!
A warm EEB welcome to 11 undergraduate
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University of Michigan
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830 North University
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participate in the 2013 ED-QUE 2 ST REU
program.
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Rackham International Research Awards go to
Valencia-Mestre and Yitbarek
Kudos to doctoral students Mariana
Valencia- Mestre and Senay Yitbarek
who have won Rackham International
Research Awards.

More info »

Fall Recruitment Partnership builds bridges to help
diversify sciences
Each September, as the new academic year
unfolds, the Department of EEB invites high
performing students from underrepresented
minorities to experience U-M graduate
programs.

More info »
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EEB news
EEB Frontiers students graduate to U-M's EEB Ph.D. program
Tuesday, May 15, 2012
Since Frontiers’ inception in 2008, four EEB Frontiers Master’s Program students have moved on to EEB’s doctoral
program: Cindy Bick, Serge Farinas, Theresa Wei Ying Ong, and Senay Yitbarek.
Bick (2010 Frontiers cohort) is investigating questions pertaining to differential survival in a
Pacific Island endemic species, terrestrial snails, with her advisor, Professor Diarmaid Ó
Foighil. “In recent decades, the rich endemic tree snail fauna of the Society Islands (French
Polynesia) has been almost completely extirpated by an introduced predator,” Bick said.
“However, two snail species have differentially survived in the valleys of Tahiti and the goal of
my thesis is to determine what factor(s) underlay this differential survival.
“I chose UM’s EEB program because of its outstanding depth in both ecology and evolutionary
biology,” she said. “The faculty here is engaged in diverse and exciting research topics ranging
from the origins of species to global climate change. Students get to be part of this exciting
research. Fortunately, I found an advisor who worked on a research topic that I am highly interested in. The faculty and
administration here are also very committed to fostering a supportive environment for its students.
“My undergraduate degrees were not in ecology or evolutionary biology and I was severely limited in the academic
background that it took to succeed in an EEB graduate program. In the past two years as a Frontiers master’s student, I
have been doing a lot of catching up. I have been exposed to a wide range of research topics as well as approaches in
ecology and evolutionary biology. This exposure has enabled me to ‘fine tune’ my research interests and provide me with a
foundation and competitive advantage to continue on to a nationally prominent Ph.D. program. This program also prepared
me to navigate the mental and academic challenges of being a graduate student. Whenever I needed advice, there was
always tremendous support from the EEB faculty and from diversity programs throughout the university.”
"Cindy has excelled in our Frontiers Master's Program and has proven to be a highly determined and intrepid researcher,"
said Ó Foighil. "I'm really pleased that she has picked us over Yale for her Ph.D. Given her interests in conservation
biology, Cindy is well positioned to make a big impact (socially as well as scientifically) as a Polynesian woman scientist
working in Oceania. We need to train talented young scientists just like her if we are to have any realistic chance of
preserving representative fractions of these fragile island biotas."
Bick, who joins the Ph.D. program in the fall of 2012, was nominated for and received a Rackham Merit Fellowship, one of
the largest and most prestigious awards for incoming students. The RMF recognizes entering students who have
outstanding academic qualifications, show exceptional potential for scholarly success in their graduate program, and
demonstrate promise for contributing to wider academic, professional, or civic communities. Farinas and Yitbarek are also
Rackham Merits Fellows.
Regarding his decision to join EEB’s doctoral program, Farinas (2009 Frontiers cohort) said, “For
me, it was a natural choice as I realized I had grown into a community here. There are so many
great ecologists and the caliber of the work they do is amazing. Every day is a challenge. I have
advanced greatly in knowledge and understanding since being here. Not only that, but I think the
various other intellectual and social engagements that come along with this environment have
caused me to grow quite a lot as a person.
“I feel the master's program was a solid preparation. Most of the time I felt like I was being treated
like a Ph.D. student anyway. The expectations were quite high, but the mentorship was always
there as a foundation.”
Regarding the experience of moving from Frontiers to the Ph.D. program, he said, “In all honesty, I don't feel like much has
changed. Well, there's the additional stress of prelims of course, but the basic course is the same. I am trying to become
the best and most well-rounded ecologist I can be. What I really look forward to, though, is more time to focus on deeper
questions and building research that can answer them.”
Farinas will continue to study changing climate effects on plant communities. This summer he will focus more on questions
of changes in nitrogen dynamics and the relationship to patterns of diversity. His advisor is Professor Deborah Goldberg.
Ong (2009 Frontiers cohort) chose to join EEB’s doctoral program because she really enjoyed
working with her advisor, Vandermeer, and thinks that UM's theoretical ecology program and
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proximity to Detroit, which is currently the center of urban agricultural movements, was ideal.
“I found out that I was interested more in theoretical ecology and agroecology than conservation
biology by going through the Frontiers program and being exposed to all sorts of research
conducted at U-M,” Ong said. “Frontiers is a great program for deciding where to go next. It really
helped me explore a variety of options, which helped me to decide what was best for me.”
Ong is currently investigating spatially-explicit ecological dynamics in urban gardens as part of
Project Grow. Specifically, she is investigating the complex relationships between pea plants and
other leguminous crops, plant pests (aphids) and the natural enemies of the pests (ladybird beetles and fungi). Ong and
her collaborators will apply field, theoretical, and lab work towards understanding the patterns and mechanisms of pest and
natural enemy dispersal through urban areas.  
Yitbarek (2008 Frontiers cohort) focuses on complexity, space, games, emergence, and assembly
with his advisor, Vandermeer, and believes that there was no other place in the world than to join
UM’s EEB department. “My choice for joining the Ph.D. program was relatively simple. I wanted to
work with John Vandermeer,” Yitbarek said.
“Professor Vandermeer belongs to the last creed of world-class intellectuals and has made
significant contributions to theoretical ecology as well as advanced this knowledge to the
burgeoning field of agricultural ecology that sustains the livelihoods of millions of small farmers
with the science of ecology.
“My training as a master student with John Vandermeer was aimed at helping me to discover
things on my own, to challenge my own and others’ ideas, and to make mistakes, which in return gave me a much more
profound understanding of the material at hand than any of the As I ever received in my life. In short, I became truly
educated.”
As a Ph.D. student, Yitbarek is investigating the invasion dynamics of the little fire ant Wasmannia auropunctata,
considered to be one of the world’s top 100 invasive pests. This species is not considered to be an invasive in its native
range, but drastically reduces ant biodiversity outside of its native range. The question of why this is the case continues to
be perplexing to many ecologists. By combining theoretical aspects of spatial competition, empirical analysis of competitive
networks, and field observation in both Mexico and Puerto Rico, we hope to gain a deeper understanding of the invasion
dynamics associated with W. auropunctata.
“Both Ong and Yitbarek have been great students, both during their master's career and now as Ph.D. students,” said
Vandermeer. “The direction each of them has taken is a consequence of their experience as Frontier's students and I doubt
they would have taken these tracks if it had not been for the opportunities offered them by the Frontier's program. In
addition to the perspectives both bring to my lab with their distinct cultural backgrounds, they bring a diversity of intellectual
engagement that has been exciting for everyone in the lab. This diversity of scholarly pursuit has been an incredibly
important contribution of the Frontier's program to our department more generally.”
In this article:
Bick, Cindy; Farinas, Serge; Goldberg, Deborah; Ó Foighil, Diarmaid; Ong, Theresa Wei Ying; Vandermeer, John; Yitbarek,
Senay
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Related news
Massatti and Li awarded NSF DDIGs
Congrats to Rob Massatii and
Jingchun Li who were awarded
Doctoral Dissertation Improvement
Grants from the National Science
Foundation.
More info »

UMMZ announces student awards
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Each year, the U-M Museum of Zoology
uses its historical endowments, some of
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graduate students research projects.
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The Michigan Botanist dedicates current journal to
Voss
The Michigan Botanical Club’s quarterly journal
The Michigan Botanist has dedicated its current
issue to the memory of Professor Emeritus Ed
Voss.
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EEB news
Reznicek honored with Michigan Botanical Club Lifetime Achievement
Award
Tuesday, May 01, 2012
In recognition of Dr. Tony Reznicek’s countless contributions to
the understanding of Michigan plants and ecology and the
Great Lakes Region, the Michigan Botanical Club has bestowed
their Lifetime Achievement Award upon him.
Prompted partly by the release of the updated Field Manual of
Michigan Flora, the award further recognizes Reznicek’s many
other scientific contributions. Reznicek is a research scientist
and the curator of vascular plants at the University of Michigan
Herbarium. His local chapter contributions provide an MBC
context and a starting point for his broader scope and scientific
contributions, which is what this award is about.
Reznicek’s very visible and countless less visible contributions
to the MBC and the Huron Valley Chapter have spanned
several decades. In recognition of those contributions, he
received the Distinguished Service Award in 1990 and he
continues those efforts.
That award honored Reznicek’s diverse services to
conservation and public botanical education at the local and
regional levels, too diverse and numerous to list. “His
contributions are usually low-profile, and I know of them only
because I have often been directly involved,” said Larry
Noodén, president, Huron Valley Chapter, Michigan Botanical Club and professor emeritus, Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology, U-M. “Locally, he has served on the advisory boards for natural areas acquisition for Washtenaw
County and Ann Arbor Parks, and he has helped all of the local conservancies in various ways. Regionally, Tony was a key
player in opposing environmentally destructive plans by the Huron-Clinton Metropolitan Authority (HCMA) park system, and
he worked constructively to help them to understand and value their natural area holdings.”
Reznicek’s contributions at the state and greater regional levels are recognized by the Lifetime Achievement Award.
“Again, his contributions are mostly low-public-profile; however, he is generally acknowledged as the ‘Supreme Court’ on
endangered species and plant ecological issues,” said Noodén. “He has served on (and chaired) the Michigan technical
advisory committee on threatened and endangered species. He was instrumental in developing the Floristic Quality index
and its applications in Michigan, including assignments of coefficients of conservatism for species in our flora. He served
on the state board of The Nature Conservancy and in many capacities with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources,
the state Forest Service and the National Forest Service. He has given many training courses for the staff in these
agencies.”
Perhaps most significantly for the Lifetime Achievement Award, Reznicek has researched extensively and published
numerous papers on plant systematics (especially the sedges) and natural history relating to Michigan and the Great Lakes
region, according to Noodén.
“His recent completion of the new version of the Field Manual of Michigan Flora, with some complex nomenclatural
changes, represents a career apex.” Michigan Flora is online and the book is available through The University of Michigan
Press. “This is an enormous contribution to the field. In addition, Tony has made great contributions to sedge systematics
worldwide, particularly in Latin America, and as an editor and one of the main contributors to the Flora North America
sedge volume, and he brings this expertise home to Michigan. These efforts help the MBC’s prime mission activities and
conservation and ecological activities statewide. He is also a curator in the U-M Herbarium and all these various activities
also serve to strengthen the Herbarium.
“Although lifetime achievement connotes late career recognition, we hope this is more like a mid-career recognition and
that he will surpass these contributions. Prior recipients Ed Voss, Herb Wagner and Fred Case set the bar very high for
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this award, but Tony’s achievements have reached this level.”
Voss was professor emeritus of U-M EEB and curator emeritus of vascular plants at the University Herbarium. Wagner
was professor emeritus of U-M EEB and Case received his undergraduate and master’s degrees (botany) from U-M and
was a research associate at the U-M Herbarium and Matthaei Botanical Gardens.
In this article:
Nooden, Larry; Reznicek, Anton (Tony)
More info »
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University of Wisconsin in 1993. I received a Ph.D. in Evolutionary and
Population Biology from Washington University in 2000. For my
dissertation, I studied behavior and reproductive success in hybrid
baboons in Ethiopia. I was a postdoctoral fellow at the University of
Pennsylvania from 2001 to 2005 studying social behavior and
cognition in baboons in Botswana. Since 2005, I have been studying
behavior, communication, and cognition in gelada monkeys
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Graduate students
Rachel Cable, Allison Injaian

Assistant Professor
Ph.D., Evolutionary and
Population Biology, Washington
University
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Related news
On U-M Gateway: geladas' vocal lip smacks resemble
human speech
Move over Planet of the Apes. The rhythmic
vocal sounds made by lip smacking in wild
gelada monkeys have similarities to human
speech, a new U-M study shows.
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Monkey business: what howler monkeys can tell us about
the role of interbreeding in human evolution

Research
News & Events

Did different species of early humans interbreed and produce offspring of mixed ancestry?
Recent genetic studies suggest that Neanderthals may have bred with anatomically modern
humans tens of thousands of years ago in the Middle East, contributing to the modern human
gene pool. But the findings are not universally accepted, and the fossil record has not helped
to clarify the role of interbreeding, which is also known as hybridization.
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Now a University of Michigan-led study of interbreeding between two species of modern-day
howler monkeys in Mexico is shedding light on why it's so difficult to confirm instances of
hybridization among primates – including early humans – by relying on fossil remains.

Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology
2019 Kraus Nat. Sci. Bldg.
830 North University
Ann Arbor, MI 48109 -1048
Ph: (734) 615 -4917
Fax: (734) 763 -0544

A female mantled howler
monkey in Tabasco, Mexico.
Photo by Milagros González.

One of the authors of the study, published online Dec. 7, 2012 in the American Journal of
Physical Anthropology, is Dr. Liliana Cortés-Ortiz, an evolutionary biologist and primatologist
and an EEB assistant research scientist at the Museum of Zoology. The study is based on
analyses of genetic and morphological data collected from live-captured monkeys over the
past decade. Morphology is the branch of biology that deals with the form and structure of
animals and plants.
The two primate species in the study, mantled howler monkeys and black howler monkeys,
diverged about 3 million years ago and differ in many respects, including behavior,
appearance and the number of chromosomes they possess. Each occupies a unique
geographical distribution except for the state of Tabasco in southeastern Mexico, where they
coexist and interbreed in what's known as a hybrid zone.
The researchers found that individuals of mixed ancestry who share most of their genome
with one of the two species are physically indistinguishable from the pure individuals of that
species.
"The implications of these results are that physical features are not always reliable for
identifying individuals of hybrid ancestry. Therefore, it is possible that hybridization has been
underestimated in the human fossil record," said Cortés-Ortiz.
The paper was widely covered in the media, including the Spanish language news outlets.
Previously on the U-M Gateway.
U-M News Service press release and slide show

From humble beginnings: refreshed Animal Diversity Web
reaches millions worldwide
University of Michigan biologist Philip Myers was preparing to teach a new animal diversity
course for nonmajors, but he couldn't find a textbook that contained the right mix: detailed
information about individual species, lots of photos, and material about ecology and
conservation.
So Myers and a few U-M colleagues created a new learning tool called the Animal Diversity
Web, a searchable database and multimedia encyclopedia of animal natural history that was
launched on the fledgling World Wide Web in 1995.
From modest beginnings, ADW has steadily grown to become one of the world's largest and
most widely used natural history websites. During busy months, more than 5 million pages of
content are provided to more than half a million users worldwide, said Myers, who added that
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the popularity and global reach of his brainchild was "totally unexpected."
"I would attribute our success to the fact that we filled a niche, and we filled it early," said
Myers, an ecologist and evolutionary biologist and a curator of mammals at the U-M Museum
of Zoology. "This was the early days of the World Wide Web. At the time, we were one of the
only animal diversity websites out there. And once we began seeing the potential impact that
we could have on the field of animal diversity, we ran with it."
And now, thanks to the first top-to-bottom site redesign in more than a decade, ADW has a
fresh new look, with more graphics, new navigation tools that provide quicker access to
information, and added features such as daily "animal headlines." Check out the revamped
ADW, which was redesigned by U-M's Michigan Creative, at
http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu.
"The original and continuing goal has been to use this for educating students," said Myers, a
professor in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. "We had no way of
knowing, at the start, what the real potential of this project was. I could see that it had a great
deal of potential for my personal use here at the University of Michigan, but the fact that
somebody in Argentina would be using it in 2012 just never occurred to me."
U-M News Service press release

Climate warming unlikely to cause near-term extinction of
ancient Amazon trees
A new genetic analysis has revealed that many Amazon tree species are likely to survive
human-caused climate warming in the coming century, contrary to previous findings that
temperature increases would cause them to die out.

Click to see full image. This
enormous kapok tree provided
some DNA for the genetic study
by University of Michigan
evolutionary biologist
Christopher Dick and his
colleagues. The species, Ceiba
pentandra, was the youngest
species found in the study, less
than 1 million years old. Photo
by Robin Foster, the Field
Museum.

However, the authors of the new study warn that extreme drought and forest fires will impact
Amazonia as temperatures rise, and the over-exploitation of the region's resources continues
to be a major threat to its future. Conservation policy for the Amazon should remain focused
on reducing global greenhouse-gas emissions and preventing deforestation, they said.
The study by University of Michigan evolutionary biologist Christopher Dick and his
colleagues demonstrates the surprising age of some Amazonian tree species – more than 8
million years – and thereby shows that they have survived previous periods as warm as
many of the global warming scenarios forecast for the year 2100.
The paper was published online Dec. 13, 2012 in the journal Ecology and Evolution. The new
study is at odds with earlier papers, based on ecological niche-modeling scenarios, which
predicted tree species extinctions in response to relatively small increases in global average
air temperatures.
"Our paper provides evidence that common Amazon tree species endured climates warmer
than the present, implying that – in the absence of other major environmental changes – they
could tolerate near-term future warming under climate change," said Dick, an associate
professor of ecology and evolutionary biology and acting director of the U-M Herbarium.
U-M News Service press release

Saber-toothed cats and bear dogs: How they made
cohabitation work
The fossilized fangs of saber-toothed cats hold clues to how the extinct mammals shared
space and food with other large predators nine million years ago.
Led by the University of Michigan and the Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales in Madrid,
a team of paleontologists has analyzed the tooth enamel of two species of saber-toothed
cats and a bear dog unearthed in geological pits near Madrid. Bear dogs, also extinct, had
dog-like teeth and a bear-like body and gait.
Click to see full image. This
illustration depicts how the
region of Cerro de los
Batallones in central Spain
likely looked 9 million years
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Soledad Domingo, a postdoctoral fellow at the U-M Museum of Paleontology, is the first
author of a paper on the findings published in the Nov. 7, 2012 edition of Proceedings of the
Royal Society B. Professor Catherine Badgley is co-author of the new study.

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Michigan
ago. Researchers led by the
University of Michigan have
used carbon records in the teeth
of fossilized predators to shed
light on how saber-toothed cats
and bear dogs shared space
and prey during the late
Miocene period. Image credit:
Mauricio Antón

The researchers found that the cat species—a leopard-sized Promegantereon ogygia and a
much larger, lion-sized Machairodus aphanistus—lived together in a woodland area. They
likely hunted the same prey—horses and wild boar. In this habitat, the small saber-toothed
cats could have used tree cover to avoid encountering the larger ones. The bear dog hunted
antelope in a more open area that overlapped the cats' territory, but was slightly separated.
To arrive at their findings, the researchers conducted what's called a stable carbon isotope
analysis on the animals' teeth. Using a dentist's drill with a diamond bit, they sampled teeth
from 69 specimens, including 27 saber-toothed cats and bear dogs. The rest were planteaters.
U-M News Service press release

Genetic tradeoff: harmful genes are widespread in yeast
but hold hidden benefits
The genes responsible for inherited diseases are clearly bad for us, so why hasn't evolution,
over time, weeded them out and eliminated them from the human genome altogether? Part of
the reason seems to be that genes that can harm us at one stage of our lives are necessary
and beneficial to us at other points in our development.
Microscope image of yeast cells
expressing green fluorescent
protein. Image credit: flickr.com
user Carl Zeiss Microscopy

The idea that the same gene can be both beneficial and harmful, depending on the situation,
is called antagonistic pleiotropy. The theory has been around since the 1950s and has been
used to explain aging, cancer and genetic diseases.
But until now, no one has been able to determine just how common antagonistic pleiotropy is
-- on a genome-wide scale -- in any organism. In a paper published online Oct. 25, 2012 in
the journal Cell Reports, Professor Jianzhi Zhang and his coworkers report that antagonistic
pleiotropy is very common in yeast, a single-celled organism used by scientists to provide
insights about genetics and cell biology.
Zhang and his colleagues say the findings have broad biomedical and evolutionary
implications. "From our yeast data we can predict that humans should have even more
antagonistic pleiotropy than yeast," he said. "This suggests that special cautions are needed
when treating inherited diseases, because a treatment that removes a disease-causing
genetic effect may lead to adverse effects in other aspects of life."
Lead author of the Cell Reports paper is recent U-M EEB graduate, Dr. Wenfeng Qian.
Another recent graduate, Zhi Wang was a coauthor.
U-M News Service press release
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INITIATIVES TO PROMOTE DIVERSITY
IN THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Education Stage

Program

Description
t

5th - 6th grade

BioKids

t

t

Undergraduate:
transition from
high school and
1st - 2nd year

Undergraduate:
1st - 2nd year

Undergraduate:
3rd- 4th year

M-Bio

ED-QUE2ST
Enhancing Diversity, Quality, and Understanding the
Ecological and Evolutionary
Sciences for Tomorrow

SROP

Summer Research
Opportunity Program

t

t
t

t
t

t

Undergraduate:
4th year

Preview
Weekend

t

t

Graduate

Frontiers
Master’s

t
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EEB news
Picture perfect
Monday, December 12, 2011
Honorary Photographer at Large Photo
Contest winners
Congratulations to our new Honorary
Photographer at Large, Susanna Messinger,
who came in first place with "A fleet of
dragonflies."
Second place goes to Alison Gould for
"Gorgonian.” Third place goes to Kevin
Bakker for “Sunset on the Okavango Delta,
Botswana” Honorable mentions go to Rachel
Cable for “Geladas in flight,” Jason
Dobkowski for “Sleepy kit” and Kevin Bakker
for “Lilac breasted-Roller, Kalahari Desert.”
Messinger receives the honorary title for the
year of “Photographer at Large” in memory of
David Bay who was the self-described
“photographer at large” for EEB and its
predecessor departments for 34 years. He
touched the lives of hundreds of faculty,
students and staff with his humor, good
nature and expertise.
Congratulations to all of our winning
photographers and thank you to everyone
who submitted a photo and/or voted in the
contest. As usual, there were so many
beautiful photos that voting was difficult. The
photo contest will return next fall. All of the
photos can be viewed here.

In this article:
Cable, Rachel; Dobkowski, Jason; Gould, Alison; Messinger, Susanna
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